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PACKING AND REFLEXIVITY IN BANACH SPACES

BY

CLIFFORD A. KOTTMANF)

Abstract. A measure of the "massiveness" of the unit ball of a Banach space is

introduced in terms of an efficiency of the tightest packing of balls of equal size in the

unit ball. This measure is computed for the /„-spaces, and spaces with distinct measures

are shown to be not nearly isometric. A new convexity condition, which is compared

to B-convexity, uniform smoothness, and uniform convexity, is introduced in terms of

this measure, and is shown to be a criterion of reflexivity. The property dual to this

convexity condition is also exposed and examined.

0. Introduction. The technique of characterizing the "massiveness" of a

subset of a metric space by means of most economical coverings or by densest

packings of e-neighborhoods is one frequently used. Recently, Robert Whitley [10]

investigated properties of economical coverings of the unit sphere in a Banach

space and obtained some interesting results about nearly isometric spaces. In this

paper we introduce a measure of the efficiency of the tightest possible packings of

equal balls within the unit sphere. This measure yields information similar to

Whitley's results on nearly isometric spaces and has the added advantage of being

a criterion for reflexivity.

We shall employ the following notation. For a normed linear space X, the unit

ball will be denoted UiX) = {x | ||jc|| ̂  1} and the unit sphere is SiX) = {x \ \x\ = 1}.

If y is an element of X and r is a positive real number, the set y + rUiX) is a trans-

lation and dilation of UiX) and is called simply a ball of radius r.

Definition 0.1. For each cardinal number a let L(a, X) = sup {r | there exist a

disjoint balls of radius r in UiX)}. (In this setting we take sup 0 =0.)

We develop in §1 the basic tools which are used throughout the remainder of the

paper. We show that the number L(oc, X) is closely related to e-separated subsets

of SiX) (Theorem 1.3) and we find conditions on a that guarantee that | ^L(œ, X)

á+ (Lemma 1.2). Finally we give an example that provides a partial converse to

this last result (Example 1.6) and a counterexample to a likely-sounding conjecture

(Example 1.8).
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§2 contains the result on nearly isometric spaces. It is shown that if for Banach

spaces X and Y the numbers P(a, X) and P(a, Y) differ for some value of a, then

X and Y are not nearly isometric.

§3 relates the number P(a, X) to some work of Daniel Giesy [3] and R. C. James

[5]. They have raised the question whether a particular geometric condition (called

5-convexity) implies the reflexivity of every Banach space which satisfies it. Since

this question has remained unanswered, it is natural to ask whether some slightly

stronger geometric condition implies reflexivity. The concept of packing provides

an appropriate vehicle to introduce the geometric condition F-convexity, which

yields an affirmative answer to this question (Theorem 3.2). Furthermore, we show

that some of the properties inherent in 5-convexity are retained by F-convexity,

and give an example to show that Theorem 3.2 cannot be extended in one direction.

§4 studies the property dual to F-convexity. This property is shown to be similar

to F-convexity itself in several ways (Corollary 4.4).

It should also be noted that the packing number P(a, X) is related to the concepts

of capacity and e-capacity, which have been studied in detail by Kolmogorov [7]

and others for certain subsets of function spaces.

A subset of a metric space is said to be e-separated provided the distance between

any two elements of the subset is at least e. The density character of a metric space

is the smallest cardinality that a dense subset may possess. A subset of a metric

space is an e-net, provided the distance from any point in the space to some point

in the subset is at most e.

1. Preliminaries. In this section we establish a relation between P(a, X) and

e-separated subsets of S(X), which is the main tool for subsequent results, and

illustrate its application with an example.

Lemma 1.1. If 0<e<l and A is an e-net for S(X) with cardL4) = a, then the

density character of X is X0 if a is countable, and the density character of X is less

than or equal to a if a is uncountable.

Proof. Let B be the set {2 ctiX¡ : a¡ rational and x4 in A}, where the sums are

finite. If B is not dense in X, then B is in a hyperplane through the origin and there

exists y in S(X) with dist (y, B) > e. Therefore B is dense in X.    Q.E.D.

We wish to thank the referee for simplifying the original proof of this lemma.

Lemma 1.2. Let X be an infinite dimensional normed space and a be a cardinal

number greater than one but less than or equal to the density character of X. Then

i^F(a, X)úh

Proof. It is clear that P(a, X) is decreasing for increasing values of a, and that

F(2, X) — ̂. Choosing a less than or equal to the density character of X, it remains

to show that for each e>0 there exist a disjoint balls of radius J—e in U(X).

Define @>={A<^S(X)\ x,y e A implies |x-v|| > 1— e}. Now if 3i is partially

ordered by inclusion, Zorn's lemma applies and 3> has a maximal element A0.
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Notice that A0 forms a (1— e)-net for SiX). Hence by Lemma 1.1 card iA0) is

greater than or equal to the density character of X, and so card iA0) g a. Letting

B be a subset of A0 of cardinality a, the set {£y+ (i — e)UiX) \ y e B) is the desired

collection of disjoint balls of radius $ — e contained in UiX).    Q.E.D.

Theorem 1.3. If a is a cardinal number, Pia, X) = r>$, and e>0, then there is a

(2r/(l—r) — s)-separated subset A of S(X) such that card 04) = a if a is infinite and

card (A)^a— 1 if a is finite.

Proof. Choose i>0 such that ^^s<r and 2s/(l—s)>2r/(l—r) — e. Now there

is a collection of a disjoint balls of radius s in U(X). Choose the set B with card (B)

= a such that {y + sU(X) | y e B} is such a collection of balls. Since at most one of

these balls contains the origin, the set B' = {y e B \ \\y\\^s} has card (B') = a if a is

infinite and card (B') ^ a — 1 if a is finite. We first show that if the balls of radius

s centered at points of B' are pushed away from the origin until their centers have

norm l—s they remain disjoint. Let x,yeB'. Then

(1) s è ||xI è l-s,       se \\y\\ ̂  l-s   and    \\x-y\\ ^ 2î

and we wish to show

(2) ¡(l_s)x/M_(l_s)ynyUl ^2s.

Since s^£ it follows from (1) that

(3) |*|| á I S \\x-y\\

and that there is a number /, 0^/< 1, such that

y = (l-t)(l-s)y/\\y\\.

Thus

x-y = tx + (l-t)[x-(l-s)y/\\y\\].

Hence

\\x-y\\ ït\\x\\+(l-t)\\x-(l-s)y/\\y\\\\

or

t\\x-y\\+(l-t)\\x-y\\ = t\\x\\+il-t)\\x-il-s)y/\\y\\ \\.

Applying (3) one obtains

il-t)\\x-y\\ ïil-t)\\x-il-s)y/\\y\\ ||

or

(4) \\x - il s)y / \\y\\ || ^ \\x-y\\ ^ 2s.

One pro ves (2) from (4) by repeating the abo ve argument, replacing x by ( 1 — s )y/ \\ y \\

and replacing y by x. Hence the set of points {(1 — s)y/\\ y\\ \ y e B'} is a 2s-separated

set. So the set {>y|| v|| | y e B'} is a 2j/(1 — j)-separated subset of SiX) and

2s/il-s) > 2r/il-r)-e. Q.E.D.
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Remark 1.4. Theorem 1.3 may be improved slightly in case a is finite and r=\.

In this case, for each e > 0 there is a (2 — e)-separated subset A of S(X) with card (A)

= a. The proof hinges on the fact that there exist a balls of radius arbitrarily close

to \ interior to U(X), none of which contain the origin. This fact is easy to verify

and is left for the reader.

For an infinite dimensional normed linear space X. Lemma 1.2 shows that

F(X0, X) is a number in the interval [\, \]. We now present an example which

proves a partial converse, that is, for each number r e (\, \] there is a Banach space

X with F(N0, X) = r. It is not known whether there is a normed space X with

F(S0, X) = %. In the following, the symbol lp denotes the usual space of/?-summable

sequences of real numbers.

Lemma 1.5. For l^p<co and e>0 there does not exist a (2llp + ¿)-separated

subset of S(lp) of cardinality X0-

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that {x¡}^Lx is a (21,p-l-e)-separated subset of

S(lp). Choose S>0 such that {2[1 + 81i"]" + 8}ll"<2llp + E. Let zx=xx and {y}}?Lx

= {xt}j°m 2 and Mx = 0. Suppose by induction that {zx,z2,...,zk_x} and a subsequence

{yk~1}¡°=1 of iXh" i and an integer Mk_x have been chosen. Suppose that zk_x

= (ax, a2,...). Choose Mk> Mk-X so that 2íc°=m,£ + i |fl¡|p< ¿>. Choose a subsequence

{wí}¡°=1 of {j?-1}í" i such that {wt}"=x converges coordinatewise on the first Mk

coordinates. Pick a positive integer N so large that if s, t^N and w,=(cx, c2,...)

and wt = (dx, d2,...) then 2,^1 |C|-4|P<S. Define zk = wN and {yk}i"L1={wi}°LN+x.

In this way we obtain a subsequence {zx, z2, z3,...} of {x¡}^Lx. Now, for each

yk.~1 = (bx, b2,...) we have 21^*_i +1 |A¡|P^S, for otherwise we would have

Vk-i- -y\~ = 2 i^-mi=i
Mk-

= Z löi_ei'+
i=l

Mk-

i = M)c_1+l

k-¿>ilp+   2   \ai~bi\

2 \ot-bJT

(Mk \ lip       / Mk \

2   w) +    2   N'

2   w) +(  2   N>
i = Mk + l / \   i = Mk+l I

1/P1P

1/P

h+W + W]*+\y + &,v]»

from which it would follow ||zfc_!— JÍ_1¡| <21,p + £, a contradiction. But on the

other hand, "TJEhixux+l |A(|P^S implies that ||zn| ä(«S)1,p which for n sufficiently

large contradicts the fact that each zn has unit norm.    Q.E.D.

Example 1.6. For 1 £p < oo, P(X0, /p) = 21'»/(2 + 21"').
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Proof. In lp, let e„ = (0,..., 0, 1,0,...) where the 1 occurs in the «th coordinate.

Now for each s > 0, the balls centered at 2e„/(2 + 2Vp) with radius [21/p/(2 + 2llp)]-e

are disjoint and are in t/(/„). Hence L(X0, lp)^2llp/i2 + 2llp). On the other hand,

suppose that L(X0, lp)>2llp/i2 + 2llp). Then by Theorem 1.3 for S small enough,

S>0, there is a (21/p + S)-separated subset of 5"(/p) of cardinality S0. But by Lemma

1.5 this is impossible. Therefore L(X0, /p) = 21/p/(2 + 21/p).    Q.E.D.

Remark 1.7. Let {B^iL j be a sequence of finite dimensional normed spaces and

p be a real number such that 1 ̂ p<co. Define X to be the/^-product, X=0>p{Bi}

(see, for example, [1, p. 314]). Then very gentle modifications of Lemma 1.5 and

Example 1.6 show thatL(X0, X) = 21'"/i2 + 2llp).

Example 1.8. If L¡ represents the /-dimensional Banach space with the sup-norm

for each positive integer /, and X=¿?p{Bl} as in Remark 1.7, for some fixed p with

1 ̂ p < oo, then for each positive integer «, L(«, X) = \ since Bn is imbedded in X.

On the other hand, by Remark 1.7, we have L(X0, X) = 2llp/i2 + 2Vp). Hence it is

false in general that lim„^oo Pin, X)=L(X0, X).

The conclusion of Example 1.8 may also be obtained from a theorem of

Dvoretzky. His theorem [2, p. 124] implies that every infinite dimensional normed

space has subspaces of arbitrarily high finite dimension whose norms are nearly

spherical. Thus for every infinite dimensional normed space X and positive integer

«, Pin, X)^Pin, /2)ä21,2/(2 + 21/2), whereas L(X0, /p)<21/2/(2 + 21'2) for/;>2.

2. Nearly isometric spaces. We show in this section that if the numbers L(a, X)

and Pia, Y) differ for some Banach spaces X and Y and some cardinal number a,

then X and Y cannot be nearly isometric. Actually, a somewhat stronger result is

obtained: we find a lower bound for the product ||L|| ■ ||L_1||, where L is a con-

tinuous isomorphism of X onto Y, which is greater than one whenever Pia, X)

#L(a, Y).

Theorem 2.1. If for some cardinal number a and Banach spaces X and Y,

Pia, JQ#L(a, Y) then X and Y are not nearly isometric.

Proof. Suppose without loss of generality that L(a, X)>Pia, Y). We will show

that for any continuous isomorphism L of X onto Y, ||L|| ■ ||L_1|| ^L(a, X)/Pia, Y).

(Since density character is invariant under continuous isomorphisms onto, and (as

Lemma 1.2 shows) L(a, y) = 0 if and only if a is greater than the density character

of Y, the theorem would follow immediately if P(a, y) = 0.) To do this, choose S

such that 0 < 8 < P(a, X) and find a set A such that A is the set of centers of a

disjoint balls of radius L(a, X)-8 inside of UiX). The set L = {||L-1|| Lia) \ a e A}

is a 2(L(a, X) — S)-separated set in Y. Furthermore, points in B are bounded in

norm by \\L~1\\ ■ ||L|(1 -Pia, X) + 8). Hence the balls of radius L(«, X)-S centered

at points of B are disjoint and are interior to

[|£-*|- ||L||(1 -Pice, X) + 8) + iPia, X)-8)]UiY).
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But \\L-i\\-\\L\\-\\L-i\\-\\L\\(P(*,X) + 8) + (P(a,X)-8)è\\L-i\\-\\L\\. So multi-
plying by the reciprocal of ||F_1| • ||L|| we obtain a. disjoint balls of radius

(P(«,X)-S)/||F-i.||L||

interior to U( Y). Taking the infimum over S we obtain ||F|| • \L~x || ̂ P(a, X)/P(a, Y).

Q.E.D.

3. Packing and reflexivity. A Banach space X which is isometric to its second

conjugate space X" under the natural mapping (which assigns to each element x

of X the linear functional Fx defined by Fx(f) =f(x) for each / of X') is called

reflexive. A Banach space is called uniformly non-41* provided there is a number

£>0 such that for each « elements {xx,..., xn} of S(X) it is true that

(l/n)\\xx±X2±---±Xn\\  ^  l-e

for some choice of signs. Geometrically, a uniformly non-41' space is one which

does not have «-dimensional subspaces whose norms are arbitrarily good approxi-

mations of the lx norm. Daniel Giesy [3] and R. C. James [5] have raised the

question whether Banach spaces which are uniformly non-ft1' for some positive

integer «^2 (such spaces are called Ä-convex) are reflexive. James, in the paper

cited above, settled the question affirmatively in the case « = 2 and gave a partial

result for the case « = 3, but the general question remains unanswered. It is natural

to ask whether reflexivity is implied by some stronger geometric condition.

Notice that a normed space X which admits subspaces which are arbitrarily

good approximations of «-dimensional lx space has F(2«, X) = Y (To see this,

consider the balls of radius \ — e centered at the 2« points of the form (0,..., 0,

+ \, 0,..., 0) in «-dimensional lx space.) Thus the requirement that X satisfy

P(n, X) < \ for some positive integer « is a stronger condition on X than that X be

uniformly non-ft1' for some integer « > 2.

Definition 3.1. A Banach space Zis F-convex if P(n, X)<\ for some positive

integer «.

We have just seen that F-convexity implies 5-convexity, and we now show that

this stronger condition does imply reflexivity.

Theorem 3.2. If a Banach space X is P-convex, then it is reflexive.

Proof. We will prove that if X is not reflexive, « is a positive integer, and t¡ > 0,

then there are « balls of radius \ — r¡ in U(X) and hence X is not F-convex.

The proof is similar to one of R. C. James [5, proof of Theorem 1.1, p. 543] and

we will indicate here only how the present proof differs from that one. Let 8 in

that proof equal r¡/n, and after line (3) on p. 544 of that proof choose positive

integers

px,P2, . . ., p2m', Pi, p2, ■ ■ ■, Pssm', ■ ■ • ', Pi, Pz, ■ ■ •, Pzm
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successively in the order

{Px, Px,--, Px, PÏ, p\, PÎ, Pa,---, Pi, Pi, PÏ, P\, PÎ, />§,•••

■ ■ -, p2m-2, P2m-X, Pzm, Pzm, ■ ■ ■, PimS

so that this ordering also is by increasing magnitude. One may obtain in this

manner « increasing sequences {p\,p\,.. .,p2m}, ■ ■ -, {Px,P\, ■ ■ -,P2m} such that

SiPx,pk, ■ ■ -,PÍm', {/}) has an element «y such that

(i) ||k,|| S *(#»,{/») + «,

(ii) Kim-1, {/})-*< ||z| if

Z e Sipi, pi2+1,p'B,pii+1,.-.,pL-X,P2m-2; {/})

for ally with 1S/S»—1. Now

il/n)i-ux-u2-Uj + uj+1+ ■ ■ ■ +un)

is an element of

sipl3,p2+\pi5,pi+l,pii,Po+\.. .,/&,_!,/&ia; {/*})

so by (ii) we have

(5) ||(l/«)(-Ml-t/2-«i + wJ+1+-- -+un)\\ ^ Kim-l,{fi})-e

for all lá/S» —1. Let yj = uj/iKm + 2e) for j=l,2,..., n. By (3) of James' proof

and (i) we have \\y}\\ ̂ 1 for all/= 1, 2,..., «. And from (2) of James' proof and

(5) it follows that

(6) \\i-yx-y2-ji+^+i+---+jn)b:^S^ l-s
|| n J^m "t" ¿E

for ally'= 1, 2,...,«. By the triangle inequality and (6) we obtain 1^— y}\\ ̂ 2 —«S

= 2 — r¡ for all lui, j Un with ijtj. Finally, letting Xi^y¡¡2, it is clear that the balls

of radius + — -n centered at the points of {xlt x2,..., xn} are disjoint and are in

UiX).    Q.E.D.

Example 3.3. If X represents the Banach space introduced by James [4] which

is not reflexive but is isometric to its second conjugate space, one may show by

methods similar to Lemma 1.5 and Theorem 1.6 that L(X0, X)<$. Therefore,

Theorem 3.2 does not hold if the « in the definition of L-convex is allowed to

assume infinite values.

A Banach space is said to be uniformly convex if for each e > 0, there is 8(e) > 0

such that whenever x and y are elements of SiX), \\x—y\\>e implies |i(x+_y)||

< 1 — S(s). A Banach space is said to be uniformly smooth if for each e>0 there

is a 8(e) > 0 such that whenever x and y are elements of SiX), \\x— y\\ < 8(e) implies

1 — IIK^+.v)!! Se||*— y\\- It is known [1] that both uniform convexity and uniform

smoothness imply reflexivity and that each property is the dual of the other, that

is, if a Banach space X is uniformly convex (smooth) then its dual X' is uniformly

smooth (convex).
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One of the chief advantages of the concept of B-convexity is that it unifies the

theories of uniformly smooth spaces and uniformly convex spaces, that is, B-

convexity is weaker than both the other properties. This advantage is retained by

F-convexity (and, as we shall see in the next section, by its dual property). The

remainder of this section is devoted to proving this fact. We begin with two simple

lemmas.

Lemma 3.4. If x and y are elements of S(X) such that \\x—y\\ ̂ 2 — e for some

number e withO^e^ 1, then \\z\\ =ï 1 —efior each element z of the line segment joining

x to —v.

Proof. Let m be the midpoint of the line segment joining x to —v. Then it

follows immediately from the given that |«i|| S: 1 — e/2. Let z be an arbitrary point

on the line segment between x and — y and suppose without loss of generality that

z lies between x and m, that is, ||x — z|| < ||z+j|| < ||x+_y||. (||x+^|| is the distance

from x to — y.) Now suppose the lemma is false and ||z| < 1 — e. Then

Nil = H(x-y)\\ = I -y+M^ z+y ¡
||z + v||

II    l+2\\z+y\\jy + :
x+y\\ z

2\\z+y\\Y    2||z+j||

<l-2jzTJ\\+2¡zTyl(l-e)

,i-Jfe±2J £<i—e
2||z+j| 2

which is a contradiction.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 3.5. IfP(3, X) = % then for each e>0 there are three points x, y, and z on

S(X) such that the three line segments [x, y], [y, z], and [z, —x] are all outside of

(l-e)S(X).

Proof. By Remark 1.4, for each e>0 there are three points x, w, and z on S(X)

such that the distance between any two of them is at least 2 —e. The conclusion of

the lemma now follows immediately from Lemma 3.4, letting y= —w.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.6. X is uniformly convex implies P(3, X)<i, and hence that X is

P-convex.

Proof. Suppose that F(3, X)=\ and S = S(f) in the definition of uniformly

convex. By Lemma 3.5 there are three line segments [x,y], [y,z], and [z, — x]

whose end points are all on S(X) and which are all outside of (1 — 8)5(X). Since

the distance from x to — x is 2, one of these line segments must be at least as long

as |, and this contradicts the uniform convexity.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.7. X is uniformly smooth implies P(3, X)<\, and hence that X is

P-convex.
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Proof. X is uniformly smooth implies the norm of X is uniformly strongly

(uniformly Fréchet) differentiable (see, for example, [8, p. 367]). This means that

if x e S(X) and x* e X' such that ||x* || = 1 and x*(x) = 1 then

lim ISfcffiLzi = x*(y)
(-.0+ t

for all y in X and the limit is approached uniformly for all x e S(X) and all

y e U(X). Now choose a positive number e such that 0 < e < 1 and find a positive

number tx such that if 0 < t ^ tx then

(1)
||x + rv||-l

-x*(y) -   for all x e S(X) and y e U(X).

Choose 8X > 0 small enough that 8x/tx < e/4 and find a positive number r2 such

that if 0<r^i2 then

(2)
ll*+oi-i ■x*(y) < ^   for all x e S(X) and v e U(X).

Finally, choose 82>0 small enough that 82/t2 < 8x/4 and 82 < 8X. Now suppose the

theorem is false and F(3, X)=^. Use 82 in Lemma 3.5 to find three points x, y,

and z of S(X) such that the line segments [x, y], [y, z], and [z, — x] are all outside

of (1 — 82)S(X). Let y* be the linear functional of X' of norm 1 such that v*( v) = 1.

Now (x-y)/2 e U(X), so by (2) we have

'(h'^)!-1)/"-^)
Si

or

I   */x-y\\     8X     \/\\ (x-y\\\     AI   !

But the point y + t2(x—y)/2 is on the segment [x, y] and hence has norm greater

than 1 — 82. Therefore the above inequality reduces to

\y \   2  )\< 4+t2< 2

Therefore \y*(x—y)\<8x and one may show by the same argument, replacing x

by z, that |y*(z-y)\ < 8X. Therefore y*(x) > 1 - 8X and y*(z) > 1 - 8X and therefore

every point on the line segment [x, z] has norm greater than 1 — Sx. Also, since

8X>82 every point on the line segment [z, —x] has norm greater than 1 — 8X.

Let z* be the linear functional of X' of norm 1 such that z*(z)= 1. Now (x — z)/2

e U(X) so by (1) we have

(hm^h-'-m <i
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which reduces (using the same method as before) to z*ix)>l— e. Repeating this

last step, replacing x by — x shows z*i — x)>l—e. But the last two inequalities form

a contradiction, thus L(3, X)<\.    Q.E.D.

4. The property dual to L-convexity. In the light of Theorem 3.2, the property

dual to L-convexity becomes interesting and important, since it also implies

reflexivity in Banach spaces. This section is devoted to specifying that property.

Definition 4.1. For e>0, a convex subset A of UiX) is called an e-flat if

A n il—e)UiX)= 0. A collection 2s of e-flats is called complemented if, for each

pair of e-flats, A and B, in 2, A u B contains a pair of antipodal points. For each

Banach space X and cardinal number a define

Lía, X)

= inf {e I UiX) contains a complemented collection of e-flats of cardinality a}.

We now show that L-convexity is dual to the property that for some positive

integer«, L(«,Z)>0,

Theorem 4.2. 7/n is a positive integer and a is an arbitrary cardinal number, then

(a) F(n,X') = 0^P(n,X) = i,

(b) Pin, X')=i ^ Fin, X) = 0,

(c) Fia, X)=0 ^ Pia, X') = i,

id) Pia, X) = i ~ Fia, X')=0.

Proof, (a) Fix e>0 and let S = e/4. Let Fx,F2,...,Fn be a complemented

collection of S-flats in UiX'). For l¿i<j¿n let/^eLj such that —fueFf and

define/¡= —fi¡. Notice that 1 — S^ \\fti\\ ̂  1. Choose linear functional tplt <p2,...,

<pn e SiX") by the separation theorem (see, for example, [6, p. 22]) so that <p¡(L¡)

<=(1 -8, 1]. Using a Helly theorem (see §1, p. 320 of [9]) there exist points xit x2,

..., xn in X such that || x, || < 1 + S and filcixt) = <pf(/ifc) for all j, k = 1,..., « with

j^k. Now we have

1
\\Xi     XjW ifu(xl~Xj)

So || *,- ^2

m
zMxd-Mxj)

= 9iifi,) + <PÁfid^ 1-S+l-S.

■28. Therefore

Xj

INI ll*/ll
= ll*i-*/H-

> 2-28-8-

Xj

lililí

8 = 2

-Xi _5±_.
Ikll  '

48 = 2-e.

Hence SiX) admits a (2 —e)-separated subset of cardinality n. Shrinking by \

and taking the infimum over e, we obtain P(n, X)=%.
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(b) Fix £>0 and let S be so small that (1 -2S)/(1 + S)> 1 -«. Since P(n, X')=i,

by Remark 1.4 we may find «points/,/,.. .,/„ on S(X') such that ||/-/|| ^2—8

for ?'#/ Let La be the line segment from/ to —/ for i=£j, and define «ii; to be the

midpoint of Li}. Notice that ||my||^l—8. Choose <pw on S(X") by the Hahn-

Banach theorem so that 9>i/«iy) = || mu■ || and <pt) = — <pñ. It follows that <piy(/) ̂ 1—28.

By the same Helly theorem as in part (a), choose xw in X such that ¡Xy|| ̂ 1 + 8

and <Pij(fk)=fk(Xij) and xtj= —Xj, for all i,j=l,...,n with /'#y and all k=\,2,

...,«. Define Et = convex hull ({xiy}?=1,./y i) and let F4 = F,/(1 + 8). Now Ft<= U(X)

and F¡ is an e-flat because

inffi(F¿) ̂    minimum 4§r ^ TTT > 1-*
1=1.n;l*i  l + O 1 + 0

And the collection {Fx,..., Fn} is complemented since if iftj then xtj/(l + 8) e F(

while —xij/(l+8) = xñ/(l + 8)eFj. The proofs of parts (c) and (d) are wholly

analogous to those of parts (a) and (b) with the exception that since the Helly

theorem is not needed, there is no restriction to the finite case.    Q.E.D.

Example 4.3. It is easy to verify that F(Xi, Fo)=i- If parts (a) and (b) of

Theorem 4.2 hold for arbitrary cardinal numbers, then (b) would imply that

F(8X, /i) = 0 and (a) would imply that P(RX, c0) = \ which is impossible since c0 is

separable. Hence some restriction on the cardinal number in parts (a) and (b) is

essential.

Corollary 4.4. (a) X is uniformly convex implies F(3, X) > 0.

(b) X is uniformly smooth implies F(3, X) > 0.

(c) If for some positive integer «, F(«, X) > 0, then X is reflexive.

Proof. These facts follow from Theorems 3.6, 3.7, 3.2, 4.2, and a simple duality

argument.
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